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Missguided's Playboy collab has been highly regarded since its initial release a few years ago. The original collection sold out pretty quickly, but, Missguided listen to their buyers and topped it all up, as well as add some new stuff too. You probably want to snap it up pretty quickly though, as we can bet, it won't be around
forever. Check out our faves below: 1. Playboy x Missguided Black Repeat Print Racer Back Bodycon Mini Dress, No 22Thes we officially spring, which means it's acceptable to start buying dresses again. It makes a super cute and casual day look or can be dressed for a night look too. Let's face it, you can never own
enough oversized T-shirts, and you can pair them with almost anything. Add to your collection with this classic Playboy print shirt. This one gives us serious 90s/early 00s return vibes. If you didn't have a matching pink Playboy tracksuit when you were younger; Now is your chance. Missguided are professionals in
creating the perfect hoodie dress. If you're a tall medium hoodie definitely won't work like a dress, and if you're short it's probably going to be too long, but this one is perfect for everyone. Sweatshirts are the best friend of the students, that's a fact. From lectures, libraries or just cooling around your home they have a
wardrobe staple. Tie-dye is back in people's fashion, it's official. If wearing all the Playboy all wasn't enough of a throwback for you, this summer's pink tie-dye set would be. Here's your perfect top for all future jeans and a nice dress code top. Yes, you totally need another pair of black runners you really can never own
enough. Don't forget that you can grab 20% student discounts at Missguided right here, so you can save some money and treat yourself to more collections. We love these products and we hope you do too. E! has a partnership, so we can get a small share of the income from your purchases. The items are sold by the
retailer, not E!. Dressing by your own rules has never been so fashionable! Playboy and Missguided have teamed up for a special collaboration that has fans of the speaking style just in time for spring. Together, the two brands have created a collection of essentials for a new generation of rebellious women who are not
afraid to dress outside the box. From tie-dye prints to graffiti style motifs, the collection elevates the Playboy brand, adding a Missguided attitude to buyers know and love. And since this release earlier this month, the items have come very close to sale. Whether you're looking for an oversized hooded dress, T-shirt dress
or new underwear, the collection has it all. Take a look at some of the favorites that stuck out to us below. This is The pink hoodie hits the middle thigh and has an oversized fit. Throw it on with a pair of sneakers for Street style appearance. Biker short trend is not going anywhere thanks to more than a few celebrities. If
spandex shorts aren't your thing, these jersey shorts with an elasticated waist make for a stylish alternative. Not to mention that the part of the side lightning is everything. This thin gold chain features Playboy's iconic rabbit profile and serves as a large layer piece. Pair this oversized shirt with sneakers for a casual look
on the go. It also comes in a variety of colors! You can dress this skirt up or down by pairing it with a crop blouse or basic tee. Jersey fabrics and ribbed belts will hug you in all the right places. We love the appropriate set! Highwaisted style will make you feel confident by emphasizing your curves. This clean grid crop top
has been made for the festival season. Pink playboy rabbit print will add a pop of color to any outfit. These plush slippers, decorated with embroidered details, will make it difficult to leave the house! Having a cozy pair of slippers on hand is always a good idea. Luxury and cute, these satin pajamas will make the beats of
repetition even more tempting. The iconography of Playboy instantly lifts your pajama game, too. For more spring wardrobe inspiration, check out Sofia Vergara's collaboration with Walmart! Celebrity Kylie Jenner just wore a bra like a top - her boobs are totally out! Celebrities We Can't Believe Kendall Jenner wore this
super tiny bikini-sponsored content. Us Weekly is compensated for this article as well as for purchases made when clicking on the link and buying something below. What does your clothes say about you? Do they convey your independence, willpower and direct fire fashion sense? Do they inspire and give you the
opportunity to be your best, irreconcilable yourself? Or are they quietly whispering that you just wanted to be comfortable today? We are here to make a statement with our style and we encourage everyone to do the same. And hey, that doesn't mean sacrificing comfort in the slightest. It just means buying the newest
drops from the fan-favorite Playboy x Missguided collection! 76 new pieces have just been added to the current collaboration, made for rebellious women who dress up for their own rules. This collection has been such a hit since its initial release in 2018, and sizes are always selling out - but now is really the best time to
buy. These parts were already available, with nothing priced over $68, but now that Missguided has a 50%-off sale on all full-price products, the deals are incredible! Check out our five picks below! This oversized Hoodie dress Missguided We told you comfort won't be a problem. But how much cuter is this neon logo
hoodie dress than the old crewneck that falls apart at the seams? The cotton mixture is so soft and these bright pink laces are perfect See! Get Playboy x Missguided Black Repeat Print Neon Drawstring Oversized Dress Dress $61) for just $30.50 with the BUNNY code on Missguided! This off-the-shoulder Tee
MissguidedThis cropped white tee features a spray-painted-inspired version of the iconic Playboy Rabbit head logo, as well as a cute cropped fit that you'll love during the warmer months about to hit. Also, everything that falls off the shoulder is the winner in our book! See! Get Playboy x Missguided White Drip Bunny Off
Shoulder Cropped T-shirts (originally $30) for just $15 with the BUNNY code on Missguided! These tie dye joggers MissguidedCaution: You'll never want to let these ultra-cozy runners leave once you've put them, so prepare to have them in your life forever. It's not a problem though. The only problem we face right now
is if we like the grey or pink version better! See! Get Playboy x Missguided tie dye oversized joggers (originally $47) for just $23.50 with the BUNNY code on Missguided! That's all, but the basic tee Missguided This oversized top is another part you find yourself achieving during the day after day. Its relaxed shape and
drop sleeves are perfect, and the spin statement-maker is for sure! See! Get Playboy x Missguided Repeat Print Oversized T-shirt (originally $34) for just $17 with the BUNNY code on Missguided! These Cycling Shorts MissguidedCycling shorts are easily one of the hottest trends in fashion right now, and with spring
almost here, we'll be wearing them any day. So comfortable, so cute - and we love how yellow on this couple of matches with the tee above! Boom, the outfit is done. See! Get Playboy x Missguided Black Cycling Shorts (originally $20) for just $10 with the BUNNY code on Missguided! Want to see more? Check out the
rest of the Playboy x Missguided collection here! Check out more of our picks and deals here! This post brought you us Weekly Shop with us team. The Shop With Us team strives to highlight products and services that our readers may find interesting and useful. The choice of products and services, however, is not
intended in any way to represent the endorsement of either Us Weekly or any of the celebrities mentioned in this post. The Shop With Us team can receive free products from manufacturers for testing. In addition, Us Weekly receives compensation from the manufacturer of the products we write about when you click on
the link and then buy the product shown in the article. This does not affect our decision as to whether the product or service is featured or recommended. Shop With Us operates independently of the advertising sales team. We welcome your feedback on the ShopWithUs@usmagazine.com. Happy shopping! Shopping!
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